Challenges
Economic and political unrest in all four countries impacted ministry. Burkina endured significant unrest during extremist attacks on Christians. Haiti encountered violence due to political disturbances, forcing the Feminine Training Center (FTC) to close for nearly two months and cancel the annual Leadership Conference and the Great Discovery camp. Zambia’s government began to activate economic and political protocols that affected many ministries, including CWO. Zimbabwe also endured significant economic difficulties as new leadership tried to control inflation.

Joys
Women gained an education, graduated and found work in Burkina and in Haiti. Where there is little or no healthcare, the CWO Mobile Clinic offered physical and spiritual care. Additionally, the Mobile Clinic cared for many refugees and others displaced by extremist violence. On average 72 children were fed a hot meal 2-3 times a week in Haiti. The CWO churches are growing with more than 1,800 in members in the 8 churches. A total of 80 young men in Zambia were cared for, while the deaf ministry brought sign language and new Bible knowledge to a small group of deaf boys. CWO in Zimbabwe continued to care for orphans/vulnerable children while offering families sustainable ways to earn an income and become financially independent. Pastors in Zimbabwe received Bible training and encouragement to share Jesus with others.

The mission of CWO -
• to participate with the body of Christ in responsible evangelism
• to bring dignity, self-worth and encouragement through leadership development
• to meet the physical needs of people through humanitarian assistance
MAKING A DIFFERENCE

ONE LIFE AT A TIME!

IMPACT

In 2019, CWO directly impacted 5,796 lives in Burkina Faso, Haiti, Zambia and Zimbabwe. Taking into account indirect impact of families and community members, we know CWO’s impact was even greater. Spiritual transformation in each of the countries is limitless. Here is our impact by ministry and by country:

PEOPLE

US - 3 staff members, 11 board members
BURKINA FASO - 20 staff, teachers & administrators
HAITI - 23 staff, teachers & administrators
ZAMBIA - 8 staff
ZIMBABWE - 11 staff

We are grateful for this work, for this ministry, for our prayer and financial supporters, for our volunteers and for a God who lays this work before us and blesses it each and every day!